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General T3 Data Access 
Considerations 

•  Tier 3 systems come in various sizes and architecture  
–  Cluster of worker nodes providing job slots only (A) 
–  Cluster of worker nodes that have significant local disk (B) 

•  In Case A 
–   typically a network attached storage system perhaps providing 

a distributed file system (GPFS, Lustre)  
–  or storage system (xroot data servers + master with redirector 

and name space server) 

•  In Case B 
–  Worker nodes can be stacked with lots of disk relatively 

cheaply 
–  Access therefore potentially simplified: data is local, possibly 

fewer services needed 
–  Job scheduling with data location service, PROOF 
–  Nodes run jobs and provide data service 
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Type A 
•  Thin worker nodes (1U, lightly “disked”) 
•  Eg: storage system - “storage node” + >=1 SAS 

attached shelves  
•  Filesystem (Lustre/GPFS) or xrootd 
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Type B 
•  Worker-local-storage-rich nodes (eg. for xrootd) 
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Type A-B Combo 
•  Both disk-rich workers and network storage 
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ATLAS T3 Distributed Storage WG 
•  Technical area to evaluate and make 

recommendations for distributed storage systems 
•  Technologies to be evaluated: xrootd, Lustre & GPFS 

as indicated interests from ATLAS Tier 3 workshop 
•  Charge: 

–  Document the current usage in Atlas in Tier 2 and Tier 3 sites 
–  Determine and make available best practices guidelines. 
–  Develop suggestion for deployment at all Tier 3 sites. 
–  Propose test metrics for the considered design and tabulate the 

results 

•  Leader (s) – two sub-groups formed 
–  Santiago Gonzalez de la Hoz (Valencia): Lustre & GPFS 
–  Rob Gardner (Chicago): xrootd 
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Milestones 

•  week 3: site survey results, best 
practices wiki 

•  week 6: Preliminary configuration 
recommendation 

•  week 6-9: testing phase 
•  week 12: Final recommendation of Tier 3 

configuration and documentation (wiki) 
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Xrootd T3 team 
•  Team forming 

–  XrootD with PROOF and batch queues overlaid (Neng Xu) 
–  OSU operates a PROOF farm with xrootd (Waruna Fernando, Harris 

Kagan) 
–  NYU operates a PROOF farm with xrootd (Attila Krasznahorkay) 
–  ANL and Duke are testing xrootd for batch queues (Doug Benjamin 

and Rik Yoshida) 
–  Tier 2 centers: Y. Wei (SLAC) & Patrick McGuigan (UTA) 
–  Distributed xrootd @ Tier 2 (Sarah Williams, MWT2) 
–  PROOF farm on xrootd with batch queues overlaid at DESY Wolfgang 

Ehrenfeld  
–  Laura Sargsyan, Sarkis Mkoyan (Yerevan) 
–  Privet Vladimir (Dubna) 
–  Andrea Sciaba (CERN) 
–  Xrootd development team: Andy Hanushevsky, Wei Yang, Fabrizio 

•  Wiki: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/Atlas/XrootdTier3  
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Xrootd discussions 
•  Need to take an inventory across ATLAS 

–  Probably include Tier 2 centers 

•  Which deployment features to include in survey? 
–  Number of data server nodes 
–  Number of computing cores served 

•  What about import/export area?  
–  Note there are very few stand-alone t3 sites so difficult to say. 
–  ANL test cluster will probably be setup in this way - has to do 

with how the data gets populated; also depends on whether t3 
is attached to a t2. also depends on development of dq2-get 
extensions 

•  Preliminary survey: 
–  http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/atlasxrootd 
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Xrootd discussions 
•  What are their plans with integration w/ ATLAS DDM 

tools, SRM, etc 
–  note there is another working group to study this 
–  Consider SRM and data import questions secondary 
–  Focus on reading access with data already present; 

performance 

•  Reliability of loaded systems 
•  Installation and configuration options for an "ATLAS-

standard" xrootd Tier 3 
–  In association with PROOF 
–  Source of packages: from ROOT; from VDT; managing patches 
–  Fabrizio Furano:  

•  working on a simple xrootd install and configuration; maximum 
simplicity.  

•  Additional features can be incorporated easily, such as federating 
sites. repo has tags of CVS at slac and a scripted build system.  17 



Xrootd discussions 
•  Testing and validation 

–  Stand-alone testing 
•  Varying #clients, data distribution for various configurations 

–  Hammer cloud testing 
–  ANL testing xrdcp from same node 

•  expect to have results shortly 

–  Massimo - discussion w/ Dan for HC tests. Could send a 
couple of datasets.  

–  HC-Panda jobs, using mini-pilot factory. For sites already 
with a CE it should be more straightforward. 

–  Two new T3 queues created at ANL and Duke 
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